Is laparoscopic colectomy for cancer cost-effective relative to open colectomy?
Laparoscopic-assisted colectomy (LAC) for cancer has been shown to be safe, with equivalent long-term survival rates to conventional open colectomy (OC) and better short-term patient outcomes. However, LAC tends to require more operating theatre time and disposable equipment. This study investigated, in the context of the New Zealand public hospital system, the extent to which LAC for cancer is cost-effective relative to OC. Estimates of the hospital resources used and patient recovery times for LAC and OC for colorectal cancer were obtained from a meta-analysis of published international randomized controlled trials. Using prices from a representative New Zealand public hospital, the additional resources for LAC (relative to OC) were summed to obtain an estimate of LAC's total incremental (additional) cost. The recovery time savings from LAC were also represented in quality-adjusted life years (QALY), enabling a cost-utility analysis of LAC, which was subjected to a one-way sensitivity analysis. On average, a LAC costs New Zealand public hospitals $1267 (range: $259-$3808; all dollars referred to are New Zealand dollars) more than an OC. Average recovery time savings of 12 and 33 days (from two randomized controlled trials) translate into QALY gains of 0.018 and 0.049. Thus, relative to an OC, an LAC costs $38 and $106 per recovery day saved, or $70 389 and $25 857 (combined range: $14 389-$211 556) per QALY gained. LAC for cancer appears to be cost-effective relative to OC (per recovery day saved and QALY gained, respectively) for the lower of the average cost estimates and is probably not cost-effective for the higher estimate. Expected future reductions in operating times, conversion rates and postoperative stays will further improve cost-effectiveness.